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Summary. The paper1 presents the short survey both of theoretical and experimental results
as well as some approaches to the creation of unsteady multi-phase mathematical models and to
the working out of the experimental methods of the simulation of the eruption processes based
on the method of hydrodynamic pulse shock tubes. The full system of the equations for the study
of the initial stage of explosive eruption as well as the results of numerical studies on the magma
state dynamics taking into account the gravity, diffusive processes and dynamically changing
viscosity will be considered. The experimental simulation of magma fragmentation carried out
within the framework of shock tube methods has shown, that the magma fragmentation can be
happened also in a result of flow stratification: the flow division into the system of the vertical
jets of the spatial form which then are disintegrated on separate fragments.

1 Introduction

It’s well known that magma is generated deep within the Earth, contain enough large
amount of SiO2 and dissolved water. The high pressure keeps the gas in solution in a
magma. But when magma rises along a conduit the pressure is decreased, the gas comes
out of solution and forms a separate gas phase (bubbles). Bubbles continue to grow in
size as pressure is reduced. If the magma has a high viscosity, then the gas will not be
able to expand easily, and thus, gas pressure in bubbles will build up. When the bubbly
magma arises to the Earth’s surface the liquid films around bubbles rupture (explode).
Explosive bursting of bubbles will fragment the magma into clots of liquid that will cool
as they move through the air. These solid clots become tephra (called blocks and bombs)
or volcanic ash (sand-sized). Explosive eruptions are favored by high gas content and
high viscosity of andesitic (52-63% silica) and rhyolitic (more 63% silica) magmas. So
Rhyolitic magma has the viscosity, ranging between 106 ÷ 108 times more viscous than
water (10−3Pa sec). It’s considered the magma fragmentation efficiency is controlled such
factors as overpressure, temperature, vesicularity, phenocryst and microlite content.

2 The initial state and mechanics of eruptions: classification
problems

The analysis of information published to the present time allows one to generalize the
data on the explosive eruptions basing on some common signs which characterize the
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pre-eruption states of volcanic systems (closed and opened types) as well as the eruption
mechanics.

“Classical” structure of pre-eruption state: cooled magma or rock fragments
make the solid crust (plugs) blocking a crater and trapping hot gas and magma under the
ground between infrequent eruptions. Mechanics of eruption: the hot gas builds up until
the pressure becomes enough great to blow out these obstructions with strong explosion
as a column of ashes, pumice (instantaneously cooled magma containing multitude air
pores), and also breadcrust bombs and blocks which fly high up into the air. Model: we
have classical scheme of gas-dynamics shock tube (GDST).

Practically the same state corresponds to so called Tephra Jets / Blasts eruptions aris-
ing in a result of Magma and groundwater interactions: lave lake partly filling in the
crater destroys its walls. Its level drops below the groundwater table, the lava delta col-
lapses completely and forms a permeable plug blocking a crater. Mechanics of eruption:
water comes into contact with hot fragments of rock and magma, steam pressure builds
up, destroys a plug and ejects along with pre-exiting fragments of rock causes explosions.
Model: we have explosive expansion of mixture “steam+rock fragments” in shallow lava
lake as the analog of shallow underwater explosions.

In the case of Kilauea’s pre-1924 explosive eruptions (the data of US Geological
Survey) the volcano’s summit crater was so deep that its floor was below the water
table, letting ground water seep in to form a lake. Mechanics of eruption: when magma
erupted into the lake water, explosions of steam ejects extremely hot ash-laden steam
clouds (pyroclastic surges) out of the crater. Model: the typical “shellow underwater
explosion” in which “detonation products” are the magma fragmenting into tiny ash
particles+steam.

The close processes are observe for Littoral lava fountains forming in a result of Lava
and seawater interactions: state of this system is determined by the partial collapse of
a delta’s leading edge (delta front) and significant fracture of a solidified rock around the
active lava tubes. Mechanics of eruption: this state allows seawater to seep into the tube
system and to mix with lava within the confines of a lava tube. The pressure increases
and becomes enough high to cause explosions that blast a hole through the roof of the
tube. This type of lava-seawater explosion produces fountains of molten lava, steam,
bombs and smaller tephra fragments that reach heights of more than 100 m [1]. Model:
underground steam explosion in a lava tube located close to a ground surface.

Open system of explosive type: Erebus Volcano. Initial pre-eruption state of
systems (dynamic state): when rhyolitic magma rises to the Earth’s surface the pressure
is decreased, the gas comes out of solution and forms a separate gas phase that we see
as bubbles.In andesitic and rhyolitic magmas the liquid films around the bubbles don’t
allow the gas to expand rapidly and thus, pressure builds up inside of the gas bubbles.
Mechanics of eruption: when the magma reaches the Earth’s surface the liquid films
explode, and a fragmented magma is ejecting through the volcanic vent. This occurs
when the volume of bubbles is about 75% of the total volume of the magma column [2].
Model: the classical mechanics of magma fragmentation under dynamic decompression
through the process of vesiculation, stage of its transformation in foam structure and its
disintegration as the “gas-particles” flow.

In [3] the near-vent eruption dynamics of Erebus volcano have studied. According to
the data of the experimental (Doppler-radar method) studies the exploding gas bubbles
do not oscillate prior to their burst. In all observed cases they were rapidly expanding
and exploding in the last phase of their approach to the free surface. This shows that


